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Workshop 4: Language proficiency and proficiency indicators: transparency of certificates 
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Presentations: 
Kate Green, Department for Education and Skills, UK 
Neus Figueras, Catalunia Department of Education, Barcelona, Spain 
J. Charles Alderson, Lancaster University, UK 
 
This workshop consisted of four 30 minutes presentations, followed by a 45-minute 
discussion on the issues raised by the four presenters. 

There were two main points in the introductory presentation ‘Through the Looking-Glass’.  
• The first point was the lack of transparency in the internationally recognized language 

certificates, according to the results of the recent Inventory of Language Certification in 
Europe1, especially in terms of the transparency of test quality, since the technical reports 
for the majority of language tests (84%) are not publicly available. This violation of all 
existing Codes of Practice and Assessment Standards is possible partly because most of 
the potential users of these tests are satisfied with the claims made and do not have strong 
demands for evidence of the quality of the tests in use. 

• The second point was the danger of a possible lack of transparency in the Specification 
phase of the linking exercise if it follows strictly the CoE Manual, due to the one-sided 
qualitative approach presented in the Manual for relating language examinations to the 
CEF. It was demonstrated that the quantitative approach in general and the alignment 
models in particular (especially Porter’s SEC alignment model) have a great potential and 
deserve our closer attention and deeper exploration in the future. 

In the second presentation Language Policy in England: ‘Languages for All, Languages for 
Life’ Kate Green  made an overview of the new national languages strategy with its three 
main objectives: (1) To improve teaching and learning of languages; (2) To introduce a 
recognition system; (3) To increase the numbers of people studying languages. The Language 
Ladder stages and scheme were presented and the issues in linking the Language Ladder to 
the CEF were outlined. 

The third presentation ‘Linking exams to CEF: the Manual & the Catalan Experience’ was 
focused on the application of the Manual in real linking exercise and the concomitant issues. 
Based on her own experience Neus Figueras pointed out that the approach described in the 
Manual is not the only one possible approach, but irrespective of the approach applied in 
order to link language examinations to CEF, what is needed is good knowledge of the 
Framework and the Manual, high level of assessment competence and the readiness for hard 
work.  

In the last presentation Charles Alderson presented briefly the results of the Dutch CEF 
Construct Project and demonstrated one of its deliverables − a web-based 
(www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/cefgrid) free tool for analysing language texts, test items, test tasks and 
test specifications in reading and listening, which can be applied at the stage of test 
development and content validation as well as in the first two phases (Familiarization and 
Specification) of linking language examinations to CEF. 

                                                 
1 Bradshaw, J. & Kirkup, C. (2006). Inventory of Language Certification in Europe. A Report to the European 
Commission Directorate General for Education and Culture, NFER, Retrieved 01.10.2006 from: 
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/lang/doc/inventory.pdf 
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During the discussion, in addition to the issues raised by the presenters, a few more issues 
were brought up and discussed as follows: 

• Should and may we ask for a high level of precision of our tests if education as such is 
not an exact science? – The majority agreed that the answer is ‘YES’, because error is 
and will be an integral part of any test results (even if education was an exact science) 
and when we make decisions affecting students´ lives, we must know how large the 
error of measurement is and should try to reduce it as much as possible. 

• How to validate externally the linkage when there is no available and appropriate 
other tests already linked to CEF? – In reply to this question, it was stressed that 
external validation is not limited only to using other test as an external criterion. There 
are many different aspects of validity as well as many different ways of getting 
validity evidence and that is why validation requires high degrees of expertise in 
psychometrics in addition to a good knowledge of the Manual and the Framework. 

• When the possible discrepancy between a state’s expectations and the adverse impact, 
based on the established cut-off score, was raised as an issue, two contrasting views 
were presented: The first view was that language policy-makers should reconsider 
their educational objectives and set up more realistic goals. The other, opposite view, 
was that since there is no ‘gold standard’, the discrepancy might be due to the standard 
setting method applied. It is a well known fact that different standard setting methods 
produce different cut-off scores and that is why good practice is to use more than one 
standard setting method and provide validity evidence.   

• There was also a common agreement that linking language examinations to CEF is a 
complex endeavour and, therefore, there is always room for improvement and  the 
more experienced we become the fewer and smaller the problems will be. 

• The issue of the need for internationally recognized writing and speaking benchmarks 
as well as test items was brought up again as in some of the previous workshops and 
there was a common agreement that the approach used in the  sample CD’s could – 
and should - be considerably improved. 

Irrespective of the different opinions expressed during the discussion there was a general 
agreement that the CEF is a valuable tool (‘a masterpiece’ as one of the participants said) not 
only in terms of providing transparency for language certificates, but also for increasing 
awareness, competence and communication in the field of language teaching, learning and 
assessment. At the same time, however, very much in the spirit of the Framework, it seems 
that the majority of the participants at the conference saw the Framework and the Manual not 
as fixed once-and-forever creations, but flexible and open for revision and for accompanying 
tools that will further enhance its usability.  

 

 

 

 

 


